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BIOGRAPHY

Paul advises on all aspects of planning, development and environmental work.

He has wide experience navigating major schemes through the planning and related consenting

processes.  This includes a retail-led mixed use regeneration scheme in Croydon Town Centre, a

1200 unit Build to Rent scheme at Stratford and a development consent order for an underground

gas storage facility in Lancashire.

Paul’s expertise covers strategic planning advice, complex planning/”section 106” agreements,

compulsory purchase and contentious matters such as judicial review and planning/environmental

enforcement.  Paul also has substantial experience advising on risks and compliance with

environmental legislation including EIA, nature conservation/habitats, contaminated land and

noise.

https://www.bclplaw.com/en-US/offices/london.html
tel:%2B44%20(0)%2020%203400%204478
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RELATED INSIGHTS

Insights

Sep 16, 2021

UK Energy National Policy Statement Review: Overview of consultation drafts

Insights

Jun 22, 2020

UK Planning Reform and the ‘Great Recovery Bill’

Podcasts

May 04, 2020

The Planning Life Insights of Bryan - part 1

The Planning Life Insights of Bryan is a podcast looking into the practical things that you need to know to

navigate your business through the UK planning system. This episode explores progressing through each stage of

the process for obtaining planning permission in the brave new world of Covid-19 and what to do about

permissions expiring because of delays to implementation.

Insights

Apr 03, 2020

Coronavirus Act 2020 UK: Government powers to require assistance with death

management explained

As the tragedy of the Covid-19 crisis unfolds, the real estate sector should be aware that the  Coronavirus Act

2020 includes some important wide reaching powers in Schedule 28 to deal with the increasing number of

coronavirus deaths. This is a difficult subject but the powers allow the Government or local authorities to

requisition “anything” that could facilitate the transportation, storage or disposal of dead bodies or human

Paul has been regularly recommended in the Legal 500 and Chambers and has a Masters in

Environmental Law.
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remains. This means not only existing funeral or morgue operators, but also potentially any operators of suitable

premises and transport/logistics networks as well as other services and facilities could be called on to assist. 

Awards

Oct 09, 2019

Chambers UK 2020

Insights

Feb 10, 2017

Housing White Paper – A greater pressure on housing delivery

The Housing White Paper, “Fixing our broken housing market”, was finally issued on 7 February 2017. It contains a

range of proposals with a ratcheting up of pressure on local authorities through a new Housing Delivery Test at

the heart of the reforms – much of the fine detail and bite will be left for further planning policy and legislative

changes. We pick out the key themes to take away:

Insights

Jul 28, 2016

Finding true North - Powerhousing forwards?

This article examines the state of the “Northern Powerhouse” concept and what it might mean for promoters of

major development in planning terms.

Insights

Mar 21, 2016

Does "never volunteer for anything" apply to environmental statements?

This blog considers circumstances where developers might increase their project’s certainties of cost, timescale

and outcome by voluntarily submitting an environmental statement even where the EIA Regulations do not require

it.

Insights

Mar 16, 2016

Mynydd y Gwynt challenges DECC’s DCO refusal

This blog considers the lessons for the wider major infrastructure industry from a particular judicial review, namely

Mynydd y Gwynt’s challenge to DECC’s November 2015 refusal of its DCO application for an onshore wind farm in

Powys, west of Aberystwyth.


